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A member of an ancient witch clan and possessing powers beyond the comprehension of mere

mortals, Bayonetta faces-off against countless angelic enemies, many reaching epic proportions, in

a game of 100% pure, unadulterated, all-out action. The Eyes of Bayonetta collects the stylish

artwork behind this cinematic action game, featuring character sketches, CG models, monster,

weapon, and location designs, and creator commentary. Also included is an exclusive hour-long

DVD interview with the gameâ€™s creators, taking you behind the scenes of Bayonettaâ€™s

creation!
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This art book is of course for huge fans. Also if you would like a glimpse into how they came to

Bayonetta's design. This applies for various other characters and enemies but Bayonetta is the star

and has the most coverage. It's great reading the comments from the artists and other team

members about the process. I would love for there to be longer and more indepth especially for

angel and demon designs, but what is here is already amazing.

I got this art book a few weeks ago and i'm very happy that i bought it. It contains lots of art work

that you won't find anywhere else. Everything found in the 1st Bayonetta game is shown in this

book. From characters to items to even accesories. The comments posted by the staff at the end of

the book are also very nice to read. All in all a great book for anyone who loves Bayonetta and

wants to have a more detailed look into the origins of her 1st game.



I purchased this for my daughter for her birthday because she is a huge fan of the game and is an

art major. I sat and looked at the entire book with her and was amazed at the details. The art is

beautiful in itself, and it explains in detail about the characters,weapons, and settings in the game.

She absolutely loves it. Money well spent if your a fan or know one.

Everything I wanted from the hit game by PlatinumGames! All the concept art, tidbits from the other

development members, even a DVD with Hideki Kamiya and the rest of the team going through it's

development.

Beautiful artwork, and I really enjoy the captions on some of the drawings. A great purchase for fans

of the game.

As an Artist and Gamer. this was a must have for our collection. I bought this as a companion to the

PS3 game we bought recently, any game that gets you to buy a new game system just to see the

art, and play the game....well, when I saw there was an art book to go with it DAMN!The concept art,

and design work acceded my exceptions.I have all of the "Blizzard" World of Warcraft art books to

date, and this book surpasses even them in production value.If you like Bayonetta, heck even if you

have not even played the game! This art book is a worthy addition to any collection.

Good book but realesed about 3 years after the game so I think many people won't buy it so bad for

them...In this book there is a lot of informations about the differents protagonists and ennemies of

the game through pictures illustrating the hard work of the Platinum game to give us the best

experience game!The illustrations are numerous and we have details from the team about

everything. Moreover there are exclusive pictures!I didn't watch the dvd but I'm sure I will love it!

I got this for my wife, who is a total Bayonetta nut. She loved it, and it's packed full of great artwork.

She plans to use it as a basis for her pencil drawings.The cover is very thick and sturdy, and it looks

like it will last for a long time.
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